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With the WTT Champions from November 3rd to 10th in

Frankfurt's Süwag Energie Arena, table tennis Germany re-

turns to the world stage with the tournament of the inter-

national top category, just like last year. A visit to this elite

World Table Tennis tournament, in which the best 30 men

and women in the world and two wildcard holders compe-

te, is almost a MUST for all table tennis fans!

For this event we have again reserved the proven

Maritim Hotel and tickets in a good location (block E on the

right - table turned compared to last year) for you.

The 4* Maritim Hotel Frankfurt is centrally located in Frank-

furt city center. The city center is within walking distance,

and the Süwag Energie Arena is just a 12-minute ride from

the nearby main train station.

For a stay during the long final weekend from Thursday to

Sunday, our starting price is €489 per person in a double

room, the complete tournament from Sunday to Sunday

starts at €919 per person in a double room - in both cases

including breakfast at the hotel and Cat. 1 tickets!

» All details and prices can be found on the back page!
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In the City:Maritim Hotel Frankfurt ****
Distance to the hall: from the main station only 12 minutes by S-Bahn (1 km walk from the hotel, alternatively use the tram).
The trade fair with the famous Messeturm, the Congress Center Frankfurt as well as the Festhalle are located in the direct vicinity
of the Maritim Hotel Frankfurt. In the modern and comfortable four-star hotel in the metropolis of Frankfurt am Main, business,
art and cuisine meet - experience the many facets of Frankfurt. With a size of at least 30 square meters, the hotel's 542 rooms
offer plenty of space for your needs. From the swimming pool on the 8th floor of the hotel you can enjoy the unique panorama
of the Frankfurt skyline.

Our WTT Champions Packages

Maritim Frankfurt Long Final Weekend Thu.-Sun. Total Tournament Sun.-Sun.
07.11.-10.11.2024 (3 hotel nights) 03.11.-10.11.2024 (7 hotel nights)
p.P. in double room 489,- € p.P. in double room 919,- €
Single supplement 141,- € Single supplement 329,- €

Tickets cat. 1 (Block E right) for all days of stay are included in the price, as well as breakfast in the hotel!

Extension nights before/after the packages as well as completely different, customizable packages of hotel and
tickets are also bookable - we look forward to your inquiries!

Frankfurt-Main Airport can be reached by direct flight frommany airports in Germany and abroad. With pleasure
book flights for you at the daily calculated airfare, please ask for your individual offer!


